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Practical PerforceO'Reilly, 2005
When developers build software, they're able to keep track  of all the different versions and all the components they  use with software configuration management (SCM) systems.   One of the more popular SCM products is Perforce.
  		

Authored by Perforce's own VP of product technology,  ...
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Project Arcade: Build Your Own Arcade MachineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
This book is a culmination of five years of research into the subject of interfacing genuine arcade controls to computers. It is a polished and portable companion to the author’s Web site, the Build Your Own Arcade Controls FAQ (BYOAC), located at www.arcadecontrols.com/. Most of the research and information for this book came from the Web,...
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Optical System Design, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2008
Learn advanced optical design techniques from the field's most respected guide
Honed for more than 20 years in an SPIE professional course taught by renowned optical systems designer Robert  E. Fischer, Optical System Design, Second Edition brings you the latest cutting-edge design techniques and more than 400 detailed...
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Control Theory for Engineers: A Primer (Environmental Science and Engineering / Environmental Engine)Springer, 2013

	Control Theory is at the heart of information and communication technologies of complex systems. It can contribute to meeting the energy and environmental challenges we are facing.


	The textbook is organized in the way an engineer classically proceeds to solve a control problem, that is, elaboration of a mathematical model capturing...
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The SSCP Prep Guide: Mastering the Seven Key Areas of System SecurityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
A one-stop source of security and privacy information for IT professionals, covering everything you’ll need to know to pass the Systems Security Certified Practitioner examination
This prep guide and general reference will help you breeze through the SSCP security certification test by greatly enhancing your understanding of how to...
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MCTS 70-431 Exam Cram: Implementing and Maintaining Microsoft SQL Server 2005 ExamQue, 2006
The MCTS 70-431 Exam Cram is a must-have resource in your MCTS 70-431 exam preparation. The Exam Cram focuses on exactly what you need to know to get certified. This includes features like:

	
    Complete coverage of all 70-431 exam objectives
...
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Electronics For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005

	Begin having fun with electronics projects right away


	Explore the basic concepts of electronics, build your electronics workbench, and create cool projects


	Wish you could fix that faulty doorbell, hook up a motion detector, or maybe build your very own robot? This book will really get you charged up! It won't make...
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Accelerated C# 2008Apress, 2007
C# 2008 offers powerful new features, and Accelerated C# 2008 is the fastest path to mastering them, and the rest of C#, for both experienced C# programmers moving to C# 2008 and programmers moving to C# from another object-oriented language. Many books introduce C#, but very few also explain how to use it optimally with the .NET common...
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3D Game Programming All in OneCourse Technology PTR, 2006
Are you an aspiring game developer with a great idea, but no practical knowledge for turning that idea into reality? 3D Game Programming All in One is the comprehensive guide you need! This new edition updates the original coverage with the latest version of Torque from GarageGames, and provides the very best tools available to the Indie game...
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Six Sigma and Beyond:  Design for Six Sigma, Volume VICRC Press, 2002
This volume addresses design improvement from the perspective of prevention by introducing readers to the tools of the Six Sigma design process, and discusses DFSS (DCOV), and provides linkages between the traditional DMAIC and the DFSS model.

In this volume of the Six Sigma and Beyond series, quality engineering expert D.H....
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Installing and Administering Linux, Second EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
An indispensable working resource for IT professionals moving to Linux-based network systems
More and more companies are now using Linux as their server operating system of choice. That’s because the costs are lower, there’s a greater amount of flexibility, and the code is much more reliable. As a result, there is a bigger demand...
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Big Breaches: Cybersecurity Lessons for EveryoneApress, 2021

	Neil and Moudy have written a book that will help us reduce our exposure

	as a society to future “big breaches” but also to many of the technology

	risks we face in an increasingly digitized society. They do this not by

	presenting a “recipe” for success but by making the subject accessible to

	audiences who...
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